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Abstract
Patient data, particularly emergency data, must be available to doctors within a short time
frame and independent of potential interruption of network connections. At the same time
medical data is confidential information must not openly be available to anyone with
physical access to the storage media. The German Electronic Health Card (EHC), planned to
be introduced as a smart card, is supposed to hold emergency data. However, the smartcard
is not always available to caregivers in case of patient with, e.g. loss of consciousness. The
card can further not be duplicated, customized and rapidly read without physical contact,
which is often necessary within a clinical pathway or during an emergency.
The proposed work utilizes Near Field Communication (NFC) technology and shows how
smart cards can interact with NFC tags to hold encrypted medical information. Caregivers
have the opportunity to store encrypted information on a tag for a particular group of
addressees for emergency cases or patient logistics in a hospital. The tags can be placed on
highly visible sights in hospital spatiality, e.g. hospital beds. The process of reading the tag is
integrated in a particular treatment process. The necessity for ubiquitous network access
and exact positioning can be avoided, which shows beneficial for care facilities without
modern communication infrastructures. Hence HFC tags can be regarded as an information
and identification tool, employed as an alternative to distributed information systems for
collaboration of caregivers.
A technical presentation of the research work shows the storage and encryption process of
emergency data on a NFC tag. Later the addressee reads the decrypted data from the tag
with a mobile tablet device. The presentation is embedded into a care process to illustrate
the benefits of the NFC application within medical treatment.
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